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Abstract

   A new!y designed spectrograph has been constructed in order to measure spin transfer
Åëoeficients. [he depolarization parameter K]Y' in the elasticscattering of65 MeV polarized

protons from deuierium has been measured using the spectrograph and a multi-foil polati-
meter. Faddeev Åëalculations using various nucleon-nucleon (N-N) interactions in a separable

representation are compared with the data. The measured KY' values are well reproduced
by a calculation using the N-N interaction with a tensor force which is adjusted to reproduce

the empirical rnixing parameter of the 3Si-3Di partial waves. A separable representation
ofthe Paris potential by means ofEST method (PEST) does Bet reproduce the data well.

1. intreductien

    Recent progress !n experimental techniques as well as the theoretical treatment
ofthe three-nucleon system allows us to investigate aspects ofthe nuclear force different

from those exhibited in nucleon-nucleon (N-N) scattering. It is one of the most
interesting problem in nuclear physics to investigate how to explain the three-nucleon

system from our knowledge of two-nucleon 2nteractions from nucleon-nucleon scat-

tering. The blnding energies of3H and 3He and their electromagnetic form factors

obtained from the electron scattering are compared with theoretlcai calculations. An

exÅíension to the three-body scattering state i.e. N-d elastic scattering or breakup

reaction, is very interesting. Recent progress in experimental techniques allows us

to measure not only differential cross section and analyzing power but spin transfer

coefficients and spin correlation functions. Can we explain al! of the observed data

from our knowledge of two-nucleon interactions? Can we derive any information
about the nucleon-nucleon iltteraction which cannot be derived from the two-nucleon

system alone ?

    The N-NT force is usually obtained by fitting the two-body scattering data and

the properties of the deuteron. Most of the on-energy-shell properties of the two-

nuc}eon potential are determined from phase shift analyses of the N-N scattering.

In l980's an energy-dependent and slngle-energy analysis of N-N scatteriftg below 1

GeV laboratory kinetic energy was done (reÅí 1). However, the mixing parameter
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ei of the 3Si and 3D: partial waves remains still relatively uncertain because of the

strong correlation between ei and the iP! phase shift and certain experimental dif-

ficulties (reÅí 2). On the other hand phenomenological potentia}s were proposed
e.g. the Paris potential which derived from the dispersion theory of pion-nucleon

scatter!ng (ref. 3) or the Bonn potential which derived from one boson exchange
model (reÅí 4). It is to be noted that even these modern potentials differ substantially

!n the prediction for certain observables for instance the spin cerrelation parameter
                                   'Cy,y in n-p scattering. An additional knowiedge of the on-shell N-N interaction is

expected to be obtained frem some observab!es of the p-2H system. Moreover, the

N-N data alone are not sufficient to determine the off-shell behavior of the inter-

action. New insights into the off-sheli behavior can be expected from the study of
the p-2H system.

    The three-nucleon scattering system can be treated theoretically using the
Faddeev equation (ref. 5). For computationa} convenience, separable potentia}s

have served as essential tools for practical applications to few-nucleon scattering

systems. In 1965 Aaron, Amado and Yam calculated with Yamaguchi type separable
potentlals in the S waves (ref. 6), and the comparison of their caiculation with experi-

mental cross section of p-d scattering was interested. Since the multiple scattering

series for elastic scattering of neutron-deuteron for L=O serles converges only s}ow}y,

the numericai treatment was improved and checked. Two different approaches have

                                   been used t6 solve the three-nucleon scat-    Table l. 20 observablesubsets.
proton a:unpoi v:vectorpoL tering problem. One of them is to use
deuteron A: unpol V: vector T: tensor separable t-matrices derived from phenome-

   pd pd NAME nological separable potentlal oraseparable
                sigma rePresentation of any poteRtials by means of  aA aA
                                                                 .aA aV= =aV aA

aA vA=:vA aA

aA vP'= :vVaA

aVaV
vA aV=aV vA
vA vA==vA vA
vP" vAtr=vA vU

vYaV =aVvV
aT aA

aTaT
aTaVxx aVaT
aT vA =vA aT
aA vT==v l" aA

aT vT mevT aT

aTvV=vVaT
aUvTxvTaY
vT vA == vA v7"

vTvT
vTvV==vVvT

    p)    (d,    or   ljiiSilAii

Ays
Kvvyy'

Ksy" (d, d)

K,," (d, p)

Css,S

EST method (reÅí 7). The other is to use
a two-body off-shell t-matrix obtained from

realistic Iocal potentials. Recently, sepa-

rable N-N potentials have been greatly
improved, to an extent that detailed com-

parisons between the calculated and ex-
perimental results for the N-2H system
become significant. For example, Faddeev
calcu}ations of p-2H polarization transfer

coefficients at Ep== 65 MeV by Koike and
Taniguchi (reÅí 8) showed that differences
in the 3Si-3Di interaction appear distinctly

in these observables. Measurements of the

depolarization parameter are expected to
provide a check on the relative importance

of the on-shell and off-shell effects.

    Sets of polarization experiments can
yield complete or partial useful information
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about the dynamics ofthe p-2H eiastic scattering. The reaction under study has, in

the presence of only the Lorentz invariance, 2Y=2Å~3Å~2 Å~3 =36 amplitudes. "ihen
the time reversal invariance and parity conservation are imposed, the number of

independent amplitudes reduces to l2. The number of bilinear comb!nation of
amplitudes is therefore l44, which then is also the number of linear}y independent

observables. Of course, a set containing at least 23 ef them is needed to determine

the l2 amplitudes unambiguously. We know that by no means all sets centaining
23 observables will determine the amplitudes. A reiatively simple subset of experi-

ments can be listed in the transversity formalism which by itself determines all the

magnitudes ofcomplex amplitudes (reÅí 9). This subset (see table 1), which obviously

contains 12 experiments for the reaction under considering, determines the magnitudes

without the ambiguity (discrete or continues).

2. PolarixationMeasurementTechnique

2.1 General

    In order to get the information ofthe poiarization quantity we use three facilities:

    l. polarizedbeam,
    2. polarized target,

    3. polarimeter for emitted particles.

The polarized beam is obtained by accelerating the beam produced from a polarized
ion source or selecting the secondary beam which is polarized after first scatÅíering.

The polarized proton ion source has been improved on the beam intensities 30 times

per 5 years since l965 and the accelerating beam intensity is as high as the ordinary

unpolarized beam intensity for low energy accelerators (tandem Van de Graaff ac-
celerators and cyciotrons). The polarized beam is also accelerating by hi.crh energy

accelerators (linear accelerators and synchrotrons). Now a first order spin observable

e.g. analyzing power can be measured with so hlgh precision as for differential cross

sections. Progress in cryogenic technique allows us to polarize hydrogen atoms and

many other atoms. So the combination of1 and 2 allows us to measure the second
order spin observables e.g. spin correlation functions. On the other hand measure-

ments of the polarization of emitted particies is far from its idea} measurement which

can detect the individual polarization. We can obtained the information proportional

to the polarization of outgoing particies but the detecting eMciency is very low.

2.2 Polarimeter for emitted particles

    To measure the polarization of emitted partic}es, we want to measure other phys-

ical quantities (e.g. energy, scattering angle etc.). It ls important for an eMcient

measurement that a detecting facility satisfies the followlng conditions :

A. polarizationquantity,
     l) high effective analyzing power known with a good accuracy,

B. other than polarization quantlty,

     2) good energy resolution for the first scattering,
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     3) to accept a broad energy range,
     4) good scattering angle resolutien,

     5) good time resolution,
     6) to allow a particie identification,

C. general,
     7) high detecting eMciency,
     8) to allew a high rate of good events,

     9) low background,
    le) simplicity ofthe set-up.

    There are three methods for measurements of the polarization of emitted particles :

    a) Stem-Gerlach,
    b) particle correlation,

    c) double scattering.

(a) Ifa particle with a magnetic moment experience a magnetic field with a gradient

rather than a uniform field, the spin states are subjected to opposlng forces. This
method is usefu1 for the particle with a Iarge magnetic moment e.g. electron. This

is also suitable for measurement ofthe poiarization of cold neutron beam (R>O.5 nm).

But it is diMcult to use for heavier particles and higher energy pai'ticles.

(b) If a particle is unstable and a correlation between decaying particles is
measured, the polarization of the particle before the decay can be obtained. But
this is not suitable for stable partlcles like protons.

(c) We have to rely on double scattering.

2.3 Deuhlescatteringmethod
    To determine the polarization of the scattered particles, at present we inevitably

have to use a polarimeter which is based en the measurement of }eft-right asymmetry

in scattering from analyzer target (see fig. 1). An efficient polarimeter as well as an

intense polarized beam plays an important role in the po}ar!zation transfer experiment.

If particles are charged and }oss the energy in the second target, the thickness of the

target is Iimited and the efficiency become low. The scattering probability of protons

from hydrogen is shown in fig. 2. The number of particles incident on the polarirneter

is less in several orders ofmagnitude than that of incident particles on the first target.

    Many efforts have been devoted to the construction of polarimeters at several

laboratories (refg. IO-l7). In polarimeters for several hundreds MeV protons (refs.

10-12), multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC) (or drift chambers (MWDC))
are used to reconstruct proton trajector!es and to cover a large soiid angle. But
elastic and inelastic scattering from the analyzer trarget are not distinguished. For

protons beiow IOO MeV, the various polarimeters (13-17) with th!ck analyzer targets

have been deveioped keeping a good separation between elastic scattering and
inelastic scattering: the polarimeter with a Si-SSD as an analyzer target (reE 13),

the polarimeter using a series of carbon targets with an elaborated shaped degrader

(reÅí l4), the polarimeter used in conjunction NNrith an Enge spiit-pole spectrograph
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Fig. 2. Energy dependence of the scattering
      probability of protons from Hydrogen
      in which the proton energy loss is 2eO/.
      of the incident energy.

and so on. The principal advantage to use a magnetic analyzer is a decoupling of
energy resolution from counting rate considerations. However, they partially satisfy

the above requirements. So there is a room for improvements in the effective
analyzing power and the overall eMciency.

3. Pelarizatien Spectregraph DUMAS (refs. 18-l9)

3.1 PrincipleofthepolarizationspectregraphDUMAS
    A new type of spectrograph named DUMAS (Dual MAgnetic Spectrograph)
was constructed at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka Uni-
versity (fig. 3). Suppose a dual magnetic spectrograph system in which two spectro-

graphsjoin in cascade so as to cancel out their momentum dispersion with each other.

A thin position sensitive particle counter which is traversed by the particles, will be

set at the first focal plane i.e. the focal plane of the first part of DUMAS. wnile at

the second focal point i.e. the focal point of the second part of DUMAS, the second
target systera will be set for doubJe scattering m,easurements. ' One can combine
signals from the first focal p}ane counter tagging particle momenta with those from

left- and r!ght-coullter systems associated wlth the secoltd target and achieve hlgh

efllc!ent asymmetry and!or spin transfer measurements for the reaction particies

over the wide range of their mementa simultaneously.

    Since DUMAS has two foci, we realize the following characteristics:

l) At the first focal line;

    a) Large dispersion and high resolution.

    b) Broad energy range:
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           This may be useful to measure the continuum spectrum and the scat-
           tering from the thick target.

2) At the second focus point;

    c) Sma}limage:
           It allows the side counter to detect only the second scattering particles

           and not to count tbe unscattered ones.

    d) Parallel beam:
           This realize a long target region (many targets). This fact is important
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            c) bird-eye view

Schematic layout of the poiarization spectrograph DUMAS.

           to reduce the geometrical asymmetry on the second target.

3) From object (TP) to image (FP2);
    e) Overall deflection angle:

           The overall defiection angle from TP to FP2 is almost constant indepen-

           dently of orbit radius or injection angle to the system in the first order.

           This fact is important especially in measurements of horizontal com-
           ponents of polarization such as a K.X' measurement, because deviations

           of defiection angles cause different spin-precession angles in the magnetic

           field.

    f) Small vertical angle defiection:

           This fact is important especially in measurements of vertical components
           of polarization such as a Kypt' measurement, because the verticai angle

           deflectien causes a depolarization by the spin-recession angles in the

           magnetic field.

   g) gqualflightIength:
           The path iengths from TP to FP2 are the same in the first order for

           partlc]es with the same momentum. This may be useful to reduce
           chance coincident events in the case of correiation rneasurements or to

           identify particles by a TOF technique when DUiMAS is used as a momen-

           tum filter. '
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3.2 DesignofDUMAS
    In order to resolve peaks in the momentum spectrum of the elastic and inelastic

scattering from the medium unc}ei (A<IOO) and to measure broad peaks or con-
tinuum states, we set the design goa} of this energy resolution (AEIE) to be 1/1000,

energy broadness Å}200/e and solid angle IO msr.

    For a broad momentum range spectrograph with a moderate momentum reso-
Iution, a structure of quadrupole-dipole-quadrupole (Q.DQ.) is usually recommended

(ref. 20). Thus the first part of DUMAS has been adopted this structure of QDQ.
The second part ofDUMAS plays roles of the dispersion cancellatioR and the particies

bearn refocusing and thus has the same structure with that of the first except its

reverse order of element arrangement. Therefore the spectrograph DUMAS was
preferred to have a structure of Q.DQDQ. as a total. The main roles of each magnet

group are surrimarized bellow,

    Front quadrupo}e Q.l : gain of the resolving power and an auxiliary function
        to increase the acceptance angle in the vertical direction.

    First dipole Dl: defiection and dispersion. Corrections for the higher-order
        focusing and tilt angle ofthe first focal plane can be achieved through proper

        shaping of the field boundaries.

    Middle quadrupole Q2: adjustment of Iocation of the horizontal focusing
        point and t!lt angle of the first focal plane and hence the magnification as

        we!l as the dispersion of the first focal part of DUMAS.

    Second dipole D2: generation of the d!spersion for cancellation with that of

        the first part ofDUMAS. Corrections for the higher-order focusing in the
        same way as in the case ofDl.
    Post quadrupole Q.3: adjustment ef location of the second focal point as well

        as the size of the dispersion of the second part of DUMAS.

    In the fust phase, a computer code ORBIT (ref. 21) was used. This program
was A.eveloped by Morinobu and a composite of a parameter optimization program
and the program TRIO (reÅí 22) writtexx withln the third order approximation.
The edge angles of the D1 and D2 magnet pole boundaries with respect to the normal

of the central trajectory were determined to make the dispersion cance}lation easy

besides achieving two directional focusing at both the first focal plane and the second

focal point. Special cares were paid to ach!eve the higher order correction which

was performed in three phases over the wide range of particle momenta. Relevant

second-order parameters, namely, curvatures of the Dl and D2 magnet pole
boundaries were determined such that the second-order transfer coefficient (xi e 6)

vanishes at the first focal plane. This cond!tion, (xle6)==O, is indispensable to

make the dispersion zero at the second focal point over the wide range of particle

momenta and necessariiy to make the first foca} p!ane normal with respect to the cen-

tral trajectory,

    For the purpose' refining the higher order calculations, the program named

OPTRACE (reÅí 23) was improved by Takayama. This program was an autornatic
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parameter search code which was composed of a parameter optimization program
based on the Newton's method and the program R.AYTRACE (reÅí 24). The pro-
gram OPTRACE was found to have a remarkab!e effect in increasing optimization
speed. In the second phase, the same calculation procedure has been repeated by

using the program OPTRACE in order to reduce aberrations at the second focusing
point as we}1 as those at the first focal line. In this procedure, it was concluded that

several sextupole fields have to be introduced in comblnation besides those generated

by curving the Dl and D2 magnet pole boundaries. Furthermore, the combination
required is rather compiex and their strength is considerably large being beyond the

scope of magnet pole boundary curving usually achieved. Hence, three add!tionai
sextupole fieids were introduced by shaping magnet pole faces inside the dipoles bi

and D2. Additional improvement on the aberration reduction and hence on gaining
the so}ld angle of particle acceptance was made by superposing the sextupole field on

the quadrupo}e field of Q.l. The magnet pole faces of Q.l were so shaped as to
generate the combined quadrupole and sextupole fields. In the simllar way the
magRet pole faces of Q2 were shaped to superpose weak sextupole and octupole fieid

on the quadrupole field.

   Table 2. Specifications of the main magnets in the polarlzation spectrograph DUMAS.
Dipole Magnets

Dl D2

Gap
Defiection angle

Maximum current

Maximum field

Total weight

(main coil)

(correction coil)

(dipole)

(sextupole)

(octupole)

(decapole)

   60
   95
 37eoo
  2500
    15

 --6.3 O

 oo
 oo -    i8

      118
       90
    74000
     5000
       15
    r-""wwww`l   7.4 -2.1
-130 -20.8
   O 2.8
    Lwwww....S
       21

mm
deg.

AT/Åëoil

ATIcoi}

kG
GIcm2
mG/crn2

mG!cm2
ton

Quadrupole Magnets

left*

Q.I

  right*

92 Q3

iTylaximum current (main coil)

         (correction coi}-1)

         (correction coil-2)

Maximumfield (quadrupole)
              (sextupole)
               (octupole)
Tota} weight

  "ls6oo lo3eo
 1900 1060

   oo  - -l.l5
  81
   o
   O.5

36000

 760
 1500

   O.49
   O.22

  -55
   3.8

18300

5200

4100

 -O.75
   o
   o
   IJ

AT/coil

ATIcoil

ATIcoil

kGlcm
GlcTn2

mGlcm2
ton

*with respect to the particle beam direction
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3.3 Designandeen$tructienefmagnets
    The principa} specifications of these magnets are tabulated in table 2. For all

magnets, rather narrow tolerances have been set in machining and positioning the

pole pieces, since errors in the optical geometry may seriously deteriorate the per-

formance of the spectrograph. In making magnets, especially pole pieces, NC
(numerically controlled) machines were ful}y used. All coils were made of copper

hollow conductors insulated with epoxy-impregnated glass tapes. AII magnets are
also equipped with correction coils for achieving the balance of field strength among

the magnets.
    The computer program TRIM (ref. 25) was extensively used in the magnet
design work. In this design work, Poisson's equation was solved within the space with

two dimensional cartesian coordinate. For calculating fields inside the Dl and D2
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magnets, cross-sections of the side yokes in the two dimensional space were readjusted

so as the magnetic fiux distributed in both slde yokes to be equal as in the actual case.

The pole piece faces of dipole magnets are shaped in appropriate equipotential curves

to generate one or two kind of sextupole fie}ds and higher multipole fieids superposing

on the dipole field. The curves have been approximated by the succession of steps

(mlnimum height ofO.1 mm) for the case ofNC machining. The corners ofthe pole
edges are shaped !n a Rogowskl's curve which has also been approximated by the
succession of steps.

3.4 Option
    All these magnets are mounted on a carriage which can rotate from -600 (left)

to l400 (right) around the center of the scattering chamber. A beam dump is
available from -350 to -6eO and it allows a iow background measurement. A com-
pact chamber with a mylar window is decoupled the vacuum of beam transport and
the spectrograph. A siiding seal chamber is also available for measurements ofheavy

ions or very forward angle particles. DUMAS has three sets of slits. First one is
in front of the Ql and define the solid angle. Second ene is after the Q2, just before

the first focal line, and define the particle momentum. Third one is in front of Q.3

after D2 and define the scattering angle when target material is gas. Around the
scattering chamber 25 cm thick shields of mixed paraMn and iron sands were placed

to reduce the X-ray, r-ray and neutron backgrounds in the experimentai hali.

Table 3. Achieved or confirmed properties of DUMAS.

 Maximum energy
 Orbit radius

 Spectlnm range
 Maximum solid angle
 Deflection angle

 Length of central orbit (p ==90 cm)

 Maximum deviation of the path

     length for particles with

     central momentum
lst focal plane

 Size
 Energy dispersion

Tilted angle

Energy resolution

2nd focal point

 Energy dispersion

 Spot slze (FWHM)

Emax==l1e Z2/A MeV
p =:8<F98 cm

Å}7.70/e in rnomentum (Å}150/o in energy)

d2max>5.6 rmsr (75 mr herizontal Å~75 mr vertical>

18so

l = 7.80 m

dt!l==e.12O/.

40 cm horizontal Å~ 8 em vertical

Ax•EIAE==700 mm (p :98 cm)

       iO15 mm (p=84 cm)
OO (normal to the central orbit)

AEIE = 11850" (monochromatic beam transport)

      i1350 (achromatic beam transport)

O (less than IO mm).

7 mm horizontal Å~5 mm vertical

*Solid angle: 24 mr horizontal Å~54 rnr vertical =1.3 msr
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3.5 Ionepticalmaeasurements
    The momentum resolution of this system depends on the orbit radius of particles

in the dipole magnets and the properties ofprimary beam itselÅí The overall resolution

measured on FPI is plotted in fig. 4b as a function of the orbit radius. The open
circles show the resolution when a primary beam is transported onto the target

monochromatically. In a usual double scattering measurement, we use the achro-
matic beam transportation in order to transport a beam fi'om the cyclotron onto the

target without serious intensity loss. In the case of monochromatic beam trans-
portation, less than IOO/o of an extracted beam reaches the target. All the data in

fig. 4 were obtained using a single wire proportional counter as a position counter at

the first focal plane, the position reso}ution of wh!ch is about O.3 mm. Confirmed

properties of DUMAS are summarized in table 3.

4. CounterSystem

    The counter system consists of a posit!on counter for momentum tagging placed

at FPI, a polarimeter system named MUSASHI at FP2 and electronic circuits to read

out signa}s from those counters.

4.1 Tagging eounter (counter at the fir$t fecal p!ane)

    The scattered protons were momentum-analyzed and focused dispersively on
the first focal plane (FPI) of DUMAS (fig. 3). Since the particle flux at FPI was

quite high, we used a multi-wire proportional chamber (}v{WPC) as a position counter

at FPI. The specifications of this counter are listed in table 4. A typical countlng

rate ofthis counter was IOO-3eO kcps exclusive ofbackground caused by r- and X-rays.

The efliciency of this counter was better than 990/. at the counting rate of 5 kcps per

wire and the counting loss was allowable when measured particles were distributed

in the wide range ofthe counter. However, when the partic}es were concentrated on

a few wires, a serious reduction of the ereciency occurred. In such cases, a movable

slit (tagging slit) positioned in frent of the tagglng counter was used in order to stop

undesirable particles.

    Since the tagging counter is installed on the focal plane, the angular spread of

Table4. SpecificatioRofMWPCs.

LL, RL

(large)

LM, RM
(middle)

xs, ys

(smal})

TAGGING

Wire spacing

Anode cathode gap
Effective region

Supplied voltage

Anode
Cathode
Gas mixture

   2mm 2mm lmm   6mm 6mm 3mm350Å~350mm2 350Å~200mm2 70x70mm2
  4.7 kV 4.7 kV 3.7 kV
  2e #m gold-platecl tungsten wire

   125 ptm CulBe

  argon: isobutane: freon: methylal=r66: 33: O.3:4

   2mm
   8 mm
4oo Å~ so mm2

  5.6 kV
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passing protons through the counter due to multiple Coulomb scattering does not
cause aserious broadenlng of the image at the second focal point (FP2). [["he effect
of the energy loss for protons in the counter is corrected by adjusting the strength of

D2 and Q2 magnets (fig. 5).

4.2 Multi-foil polarimaeter MUSASM (reÅí 26)

    A scale drawing ef the polarimeter MUSASHI is shown in fig. 6. The scattered
or emitted protons from the first target may hit ene of carbon foils, which are placed

along the central axis of the polarimeter. The protons scattered from carbon feils are
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              ---• - ••- LL
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         2ttRrvi
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                            dlyg!llO
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detected by a left or a right counter array; each consists of two MWPCs (LM and LL

or RM and RL) and a set of plastic liE-E scintillators (LAEI, LAE2 ane LEI-3 or

RliEl, RdE2 and REI-3). These MWP(s and plastic scintillators provided
useful informatien for the energy and track reconstructions of scattered protons and

the background reduction. Protons which were scattered from the carbon foll at
scattering angles larger than 350 were accepted by a cletector system. 'I"he wkole

poiarimeter eMciency was -vl Å~ 10-3. It should be noted that in this poiarimeter

unscattered protons are not counted by the side counters.

    A polarimeter at the second focal point (YP2) of DUMAS does not need to satisfy

the requiremenÅí B (other than poiarization quantity) and has to meet the reciuirement

A (polarization quantity) and C (general). Each carbon target has a suitable thick-

ness so that the elast!c scattering from carbon is resoived by a plastic scintillator.

[l]o increase the scatterlng yield, we use a multi-foil of carbon. MWPCs and p}astic

scintillators are used as side detectors which allow the poiarimeter to have a large

solid angle acceptance frem carbon targets. Th2s poiarimeter gives information on

a scattering position, a scattering angle, and an energy for each scaÅítered proton from

carbon and so we can determine the Q-value for the second scattering with good reso-

lution. The present method allows us to select the suitable angular regioR according

to incident proton energies. It has a large effective efficiency and a large effective

analyzing power in a wide energy region below 100 MeV.
    The carbon foil ls a flexible graphite NICAFILM with a measured density of
-v1 g•cm'-3. The size ofcarbon foil is 2 cm wide and5 cm high. Each efcarbon foil

is spaced 3 cm apart to allow protons scattered at angles down te 200 to escape into

side counter arrays wiÅíhout striklng the next foil. The foil thickness is limited in order

to avoid an overiap between eiastic and ineiastic scattering spectra. It can be chosen

from among 4e.O, 74.3, aiid 157 mg.cm-2 thickness for practical use depending on the

energy of the incident proton. Here we used the l57 mg.cm"2 foi}. The whole
multi-foil of carbon is mounted in a chamber.

    MWPCs are used as pos!tion counters which span a large soiid angle of acceptance

from carbon foils. The specifications of MW?Cs are listed in table 4. Each MWPC
consists ofthree wire planes: an anode wire plane is sandwiched between two cathode

planes. A negative high voltage is applied to cathode wires, while anode wires are

at ground. Signals from anode wires are fed to preamplMers located near MWPCs
through l m micro-strip-line flat cables (flat cabie with low cross talk). Balanced

signals from preamplifiers are transferred to CAMAC modules through 6 m twisted-

pair lines. The filling gas is essentially the magic gas mixture (reÅí 27) containing

O.30/. of freon and mixed with argon bubbled through methylal to reduce deleterious

effects of hydrocarbon accumulation on wires (reÅí 28).

    The plastic scintillation detector used to measure the proton energy (E-counter)

is composed of three parts (LE1 'w3 and REIN3, see fig. 6), which results in lmproved

energy reso}ution and gives rough information on the azimuthal angle. The size of
each scintillator is 40 cm wide, I2 cm high, and 25 mm thick. A single LE2 (RE2)

counter provides an azimuthal angular acceptance of l iO.50, whlle a set of LEI'v
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LE3 (R.El'wRE3) provides that of Å}28.90. The plastic scintlllators L(R)dEl (5

mm thick) and L(R)liE2 (3 mm thick) are placed between LL(RL) MWPC and the
left (right) E-counter and they are 40 cm wide and 40 cm high. Light guides for
these plastic scintillators are of a twisted type and are designed so as to transmit all

the lights that enter within the acceptance angles at the input end. Each plastie

scintillator of the E-counter ls viewed by a HAMAMATSU R329 photo-multiplier
tube (PMT) only at the each downstream end because of a narrow space between the

polarimeter and the Q3 magnet of the spectrograph (see fig. 3). So, there is some

position dependence for the lights accepted by the PMT. However the position
information from MWPC telescopes allows us to correct the position dependence
along plastic scintillators. The plastic scintillator dEO of 5 cm wide, 7 cm high and

O.3 mm thick is located at the entrance of the polarimeter. A trigger signal is gen-

erated by the coincidence of dEO, L(R)AEI, L(R)dE2, and one of L(R)E-counters,
Especially, dEO plays an important role to reduce the background. The ratio of
true events vs. triggered events is nearly equal to 1009/e. The plastic scintillators

PdEl and PdE2 are the same size as AEO and mounted directly behind the carbon
target chamber to count protons which have passed throttgh carbon foils. The E-
plastic scintiilators and le{'t and right dE scintillators are made ef SCSN38, and

AEO, PAEI, and PliE2 are NEI02.
    The carbon targets, profilcs monitor counters (XS, YS), dEO, PtiEl and PAE2 are

all mounted ln the same movable rectangular frame. ]M{WPCs (LL, LM, RL and
RM) and dE-E telescopes are also attached to movable rectangular frames. Each
corner of the rectangular frames rests on linear translation bearings which slides over

a rail mounted to a rigid outer steel frame. This mounting method permits us to
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change the detector geometry easily. To reduce the background, 3 cm thick lead
plates and 5 cm thick boron-loaded paraMn plates are attached to the outer rigid frame

behind the E-countees.

a.3 Dataacquisition
    The electronic scheme ls outlined in fig. 7. A left event is defined by the Iogic of

AEO•LAE1 •LAE2•(]LEI+LE2+LE3) (where "." is equlvalent to logical `AND' and
"+" is equivalent to logical `OR') and right event by dEO•RdEI•RAE2.(REI+
Rg2+RE3). AprofiIe event is defined by AEO•PAEI•PdE2. Since the rate of
profiie events is much higher than those of Ieft and right events, profiIe events are

thlnned out by a prescaler. MWPC position slgnais from about 1000 wires are
tal<en by a CAMAC system. This posltion data and pulse helght data from plast2c
scintillators are coilected by crate controllers located in the experimental area. One

event consists of about 44 words. These data are transmitted through a 105 m
CAMAC branch highway to the counting room. In the counting room, these
data were recorded on the raagnetic tape ln a list mode by a PD?!I/44 computer
which monitored position signals from MWPCs and pulse height signals from the
plastic scintillators during the experiment. Tbtal dead time for ene event including

CAMAC operations is about 1400 pts. 70 events per seconds were recorded with IOO/o

ioss in typical experlmental condltions. Position signals from MWPCs and pulse
height signais from the plastic scintillators weye monitored continuousiy during the

experiment. This data acquisition system were improved in the course of the experi-

ment and the feature ofthe development is listed in table 5.

Table 5. Improvement ofthe online data acquisition system.

MWPC
READOUT

CAMAC
HIGewAY

DATA
(word)

TIME
(pt sec)

not encode

not encode

encode

serial

branch

branch

li 2600

14eo

 600

5. EKperimental?reeedwre

5.1 Fermalism (refs. 29-30)

    In this section we develop the formalism to correct the polaization-transfer
observables for out-of- plane scattering effects that tend to mix final-state polarizations.

The approach taken here allows for corrections to be made after the "first order"

values have been determined. In most cases, corrections to one polarization-transfer

observables involve values of other polarization-transfer observables.

    In a polarization transfer experirnent, it is eonvenient to express the polar!zation

of projectiie in its he}icity frame. "re consider the polarization transfer measurement

for a spin 112 projectile and outgoing particle. We define five coordinate systems to
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Fig. 8. Definition ofthe coordinate.

complete}y describe the scattering process. The first is the "beam-line" system Iabeled

as (xe,2o, ze) in fig. 8. This is used for definition of beam polarization. Second is

the "incident-particle" frame given by (x,2, z) (z along ki.,] along ki.xk,.t)• The

"beam-Iine" and "incident-particle" frames coincide when the azimuthal angle at the

target op in fig. 8 is zero. The vertical angle at the target is Åë, (e+eo) is the horizontal,

and the true scattering angle at the target is e,. The reiation between the various

angles in fig. 8 is given by:

tan e

tan op

tan rp

, : tan (e+ee) Vl+tan2 Åë!sin2(e+e,) ,

 == tan Åëlsin (e+e,) ,

' == sin Åë/tan (e+ee) •

(l)

(2)

The third system is the "scattered-particle" frame glven by (x',.y', z') with"' =", z'

along k,.t (iab) and x'==)'xz'. These frames are shown in fig. 8. The y and Y

are identical, but are usually distinguished for the sake ofnotational consistency. This

is an important frame because the actual scattering process is defined in terms of it.

Further rotations around z' axis, around x't axis and around.yM axis are considered.

This sixth system is the DUMAS "IN" frame given by (xiN,)iN, ziN)• FinallyJ the
actual measurements are made in the FP2 "focai-point" system defined in fig. 8 as
(xFp,-yFp, zFp). Pelarization are calculated for the two transverse components at the

focal point p, (FP) and P. (FP).

    The poiarization of the incoming beam measured in the "beam-line" system
(xo,2e) ze) is given by:

p-"OB rm

pex

pOy

pe, '

.

(3)

The same beam polarization measured in the "incident-particle" system (x, 7, z) is
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given by:

->PB =: l
p  p  p

The polarization of the
z' ) is given by:

               Pt.,

         j-t")t=" Pt7t =

               P'z'

where KyY' ) .KxX' ) .l<;V, Kxi

fenstein parameters D, R,

is the vector analyzin

horizontal plane to give:

  cos rp

-sln op

   o

scattered

K,l

 .sm n

cos ny

o

particle

xl    o
   Kptptt

ll    e

    ', and KmZ'

    A, R', and
g power for the

8p.eB'

in the "scattered-particle" s

tx

t
a

;g
Pth" B +

,6

/(1 +Py Ay) ,

ystem

(4)

(Xt, -7t}

(5)

correspond to the commonly-referred-to Wol-
A', respectively. Py is the polarization and Ay

reaction. The x' vector is now rotated into the

p' ,t ,..

-PtN "=

    tcos rp

.tsln op

o

 cos e

  o

 sin e

-sin op' O

 cos opt O

   OI
 O -sine

 10
 O cose

pww't) fittt =

p'tlt .

go

cos Åë

sin Åë

   o

-sin Åë

 cos Åë

p"/t)

(6)

The polarization at the focal point is then given by:

diPFP ue

  cos Z

   o

-sm Z

gsin Z

o

cos X

abPiN, (7)

where x is the precess!on ang}e of the proton polarization with respect to its momentum

and is given by:

x =: r (g/2-l) w-- 331.7 r . (8)

r is the Lorentz factor, g12 is the proton magnetic moment (2.793), and to is the bend

angle in DUMAS (1850). A mere complicated expression is needed to transform
lnto the "FP" frame if effects of focusing field are expiicitly taken into account.

Relying on the ien optical character of DUMAS (see items 3e and 3f in sec. 3.1),

we now assume that the precession in DUMAS takes place around thep,iN axis only.
    We consider the measurement ofKyS'. The polarization after the first scattering

to the Ieft my be written as:

         Py= [Py +P, K,"] f[1 +P, A,]. (9)
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         L == n NN(2) A2 9L(2) Io Io<2) [l -i-P, A,+(Py +P, K,' ) A,(2)] ,

and correspondingly, for a second scattering to the right

         R = n NN(2) d2 A.(2) f, I,(2) [! +•p, A,-(Py +P, ,Kr,") A,(2)] .

5.2 MeasurementPrecedure
    The depolarization parameter KyY'

protons from deuterium has been measured in the present
intensity polarized beam, a newly designed polarization spectrograph

a multi-foil polarimeter MUSASHI.
    The experimental procedure used is as follows. The 65 MeV

The number of outgoing particles, nt, may be written as :

         n' === nN d9 f, [1 +p, A,], (10)
where A2 is the solid angle of acceptance of analyzing device. The yield, denoted

by L, in a second scattering to the left will be:

         L =: n'.?V"(2) 2,(2) I,(2) [I +p,t A,(2)], (ll)

where quantities pertaining to the second scattering are indicated by a superscript

"2". Substituting eqs. (9) and (IO) into eq. (1l), we have:

                                                     ,                                                                 (12)

(l3)

for the e}astic scattering of 65 MeV polarized

                 experiment using a high-

                           DUMAS and

                                                          polarized proton
beam from the RCNP cyclotron was achromatically transported to the target, and the

beam polarization was continuously monitored by a polarimeter placed ups'tream of
the target during the measurements (fig. 9). In order to reduce systematic errors, the

beam polarization altered between three modes, spin-up, spin-down and `unpol', at

intervals ofe.5 sec. The `unpol' bearn was produced by switching off the r.f. transi-

tions at the polarized ion source. The typical beam polarization values of spin-up,

spin-down and `unpol' modes were O.82, -O.80 and O.03, respectively. After passing

through the polarimeter target foil, the beam was focused on the target. A typical

beam spot size on the target was 2 mm(W) xO.5 mm(H). The beam intensity on
the target was typically 300 nA. The target was a seif-supporting foil of CD2 (deu-
terium enriched, 18.7 mgticm2). A carbon foil (natural abundance, 40 mglcm2) was

also used in order to estimate the background effect of the inelastic scattering from

carbon in the CD2 foil. We l!mited the beam current on the CD2 target to 200 nA
or less ln order to reduce the rate of the decomposition of the target.

    The scattered protons were momentum-analyzed and focused dispersively on
the first focal plane (FPI) of DUMAS. The solid angle and angular acceptance
used were 2.l msr and Å}1.10, respectively. In cases where the countlng rate of
protons elastically scattered by deuterium was very high (NIOO kcps), we used a slit

system in front of the tagging counter in order to select only protons elastically scat-

tered by deuterium. A typical momentum spectrum at FPI is shown in fig. IO.
The energy reso}ution for protons inelasticaliy scattered by carbon was l 90 keV

(rms) and was limited by the wire spacing (2 mm) of the chamber.
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Position spectrum: a) tagging counter (FPI),

'ii

J

•i i

(b)
l

      l1 T.t T    2S 50CHANNEL NUMBER
 b) profile counter (FP2).

    Protons which passed through the carbon foils were monitored continuously with

two MWPCs (XS, YS) to check the focus at the FP2 (see fig. 10) and were counted
as profile events by a pair ol' piastic scintillators to measure the analyzlng power of

the first target. The typical spot size was IO mm(W) Å~5 mm(H). At the beginning

of every run, we have tuned the position of the focused image by changing the mag-

netlc field ofD2 magnet. Typica}ly only 1110,OOO ofthe profile events was accepted

by the read-out system in order to reduce the rate of data acquisition.

6. DataAnalysis

6.1 Off-lineanalysis-Event
    There are three types of events, ieft, right and profile. Left and right events are

doubie scattering events and contain appreciabie amounts of chance coincident
events at backward angies. In the off line analyses the chance coincident events

are rejected by testing the hit of two MWPCs (near and far). But these chance
coincident events gave a rather high event rate and consequently a high transmission

loss in the on-line data acquisition. Therefore a fourfold coincidence is better to

reduce the chance coincidence.

    At the first step of the eff line analysis, we sorted out good events from bad

events, by using the MWPC data.
    Good events are :

I) Three IX({WPCs <tagging, near and far) are fired. If we used the tagging sl!t,

tagging data are not necessary.

2) The number of cluster is one. Populations of the number of clusters and the
number of hit wires in a cluster are shown in fig. Il. In the tagging counter the

particle track ls perpendicular to the counter and scarcely hits the adjacent three

wires. The counting rate is very high and the chance coincident two particle hit
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two wires. The tagging event with the number of hit wires in a cluster less than

three are accepted. On the other hand in left and right MWPCs cover the scattering

angles of300 and 75e and the part!cle hits two or three wires. Most probable number

of his wires is two. In the multi-cluster case one cluster is iarge but other cluster is

small. The ratio of two cluster or more event to the total is Iess than 5e/.. The rate

of the good events to total is almost the same for spin mode and event type,

6.2 Off-Lineanalysis-Raytrace
    The procedure to construct a final Q;-value spectrum from the data on MT is as

follows. In the left or ight telescope (LM-LL or RM-RL) of MWPCs, we can trace
the proton trajectory back to the central axis of the polarimeter and determine the

position ofthe carbon target and the angle ofthe scattered proton. The result ofthe

target identification is shown in fig. 12. Each carbon foil is well separated. Vhe
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polarimeter MUSASHI accepts the events in the angu}ar region between 30e and 80e
which covers the optimum regions of the analyzing power in the energy range between

20 MeV and 84 MeV.

6.3 Off-Lineanalysis-Energy$peetrum
    A typical energy spectrum for one of the E-counters ls shown in fig. 13 for protons

scattered from one ofcarbon foil in the angular range from 450 to 600. This spectrum

is corrected for kineinatics in the p-C reactioR, energy losses in all materials through

which protons have passed, and the position dependence iR the E-counters. A typical

positlon dependence is shown in fig. 14. After these corrections the elastic and

inelastic (4.44 MeV) peaks from the carbon foil were well separated, but the talls of

the peaks over}apped each other slightly. Therefore peak areas were extracted
using a peak fitting code for each beam polarization mode. A method for the auto-

matic identification ofpeaks in a spectrum with a least-square peak fitting routine was

used. The peak shape used for these spectra consists of a Gaussian in the top, an
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exponential on the r!ght-hand side and a double exponential on the left-hand side
(reÅí 32).

6.a a(e) and A.(e) in p-C elastic scattering between 2e MeV and 84 MeV
(reÅí 26)

    The p-C elastic scattering data for a wide range of energies and angles are
necessary to evaluate the effective analyzing power of the polarimeter MUSASH,I.

In the energy range ofprotons between 20 MeV and 84 MeV, p-C elastic scattering
has been measured at several iaboratories. Although they permitted to forecast
the usefuIness of the carbon polarimeter in this energy range, the absolute values of

cross sectiens are siightly different each other and some existing measurements were

not of suMcient accuracy and angular resolution and steps. There was thus a need

for precise measurements of analyzing powers and cross sections for p-C eiastic
scattering. We have newly measured angular distributions of the cross section a(e)

and the analyzing power Ay(e) in p-C elastic scattering for the angular range
between 150 and 80e with 2.50 steps at l9 energies of 21.1, 22.3, 23.5, 24.6, 26.4, 28.1,

29.7, 32.7, 34.5, 39.6, 44.7, 49.6, 54.4, 59.5, 64.9, 69.5, 74.8, 79.8, and 83.4 MeV at

the center of the carbon target.

6.5 Effective analyzing power and effective efficiency of the polarimeter

moSASHI
    The effective analyzing power and the effective eMciency of the polarimeter
MUSASHI can be estimated using the cross section a(0,, Ep) and the analyzing power

A,(e,, Ep) in p-C elastic scattering. The values of a(E, e) sine and a(E, e) A,
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(E, e) slne from the experimental data were fitted by spline functions (see fig. 15) anG

were integrated over energy E and scattering angles e and Åë. The most eMcient way

to reduce the statistical error is to choose the maximum figure of merit. It is better

to choose so as to reduce the systematic error e.g. in the case of improper geometrical

adjustment. Another important point is to keep the energy spectrum good and
allow the good peak separation in fitting procedure. We fixed the angular width of

lOO and used the reg!on where the effective analyzlng power is maximum. This region

depends on the proton energy entered into the polarimcter MUSASHI and the nurn-
ber of the scattering foils. In the integration over 0, we took into account the effect

of the anguiar spread of the secondary beam and the angular spread due to the
multiple scattering in the carbon folls (about Å}1.50 after passing through all the

carbon foiis). The effective analyzing power of O.91 and the effective efl}clency of

about 1 Å~ 10-4 were used at 64 MeV.

6.6 Ratie
    Primary proton beam of polarization P, was elasticaily scattered by deuterium,

and then the scattered protons xNTere elastically scattered again by carbon foils. By

using eqs. (12) and (l3) the observed yield of protons N,i, is given by:

         2V$ir = A]ls lV'ir(2) [1 +Ps Ay+(Pv' +Ps -K!') Aytr(2)i ) (14)

                                                                     'where Ay, Pyt and KY' are the analyzing power, polarization and depolarization

parameter for deuterium, respective}y, and N, is the product of the number of protons
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incident on the deuterium target, and target density, the unpolarized cross sectioR
and the solid angle for the scattering from deuterium. The quantity Ayi,(2) is an

effective analyzing power for the scattering from carbon and Ni,(2) is the product of

the carbon target density, the unpolarized cross section, the solid angle and the
counting eff3ciency for the scattering from carbon.

In order to reduce systematic errors, the following ratio (leftlright ratio) is determined

by:

         Nti N"r - 1 +A Ay+(Pv'+A JKy") Ayi(2) 1 +P" A,+(Py,+P" K,Y') A,,(2)

         "ZVIgi Al'tr 1 +P" Ay+ (Py +A Ky") A,i (2) l +Pt A,+ (Pyt +A -K,") A,,<2) '

                                                                 (l5)

The depolarization parameter l(ypt' is then extracted from above ratio (which is in-

dependent of the detector solid angles and efficiencies) in terms of the five measured

(or calculated) vaiues of jV,i,, P,, Ay, Pyt and Asi,(2).

Nslr:

Ps:

Ay:

Py':

'4sir(2) :

These values were obtained by peak fitting procedure.

Beam polarizations are obtained for three modes.

The analyzing power was obtained by us!ng profile events. These measure-
ments of the ana}yzing power were consistent with the measurements by
Shimizu et al. (ref. 30).

The polarization Pptt obtained by direct measurements in this experiment
using an unpolarized beam agreeds with the ana2yzing power Ay within the

exper!mental errors. Since a measurable breaking of the time reversal in-
variance is unlikely in the elastic scattering, we assumed Pyt =:Ay. The effect

of the depolarization due to the spin precession by the magnetic field in

passing through the DUMAS system was estimated to be Iess than O.O03.

The effective analyzing power were obtained as described before.

7. ExperimentalResult

    In order to check the measurement system, KY' for the elastic and inelastic (O+,

7.65 MeV) scattering from carbon (natura}) was measured, because this must be
equal to unity under the parity conservation for a spin O nucleus. The effect of the
depolarizat!on of i3C (isotopic abundance l.1 O/,) included in the natural carbon was

estimated to be less than O.OOI because the depolarization ofi3C is about O.95 at most
(ref. 13). The KyY' data for the elastic scattering from carbon (natural) were equal

to unity within measurement errors (typically l.O065Å}O.O080 at 35.50). }"-ig. 16
shows system checks using the KptY' for the elastic scattering from 24rivig.

    Because a CD2 foil was used as the primary target, the elastic scattering peak

frorn deuterium overlapped with an inelastic scattering peak from carbon at the
laboratory angles of 230, 310, and 350. In these cases the depolarization parametey

for the inelastic scattering was measured separately with a carbon foil target, and this

information was used to subtract the contribution of carbon inelastic seattering to the

total yield.
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where a is the ratlo of the carbon inelastic peak to the deuteron elastic peak.

K/ and KsY'i"i are the depolarization parameters for the overlapped peak, the

teron peak, and inelastic peak, respectively, and so on.
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    The angular distribution of the measured depolarization parameter KyV' for

elastic scattering from deuterium is shown in fig. 17 (reÅí 33). The error bars are

mainly clue to counting statistics but also include the errors in the peak fitting of the

energy spectrum of the plastic scintillators and the errors in the subtraction of the

carbolt inelastic peak in the everlapping cases. As can be seen from this figure, the
observed ICy7' data deviate significantly from unity and decrease as the scattering

angle increases.

8. ComparisenwithFaddeevCalculadon

8.1 Faddeevforma!ism
    The Faddeev results were calculated with the computer code by Koike and
Taniguchi (ref. 34). The AGS formalism (reÅí 35) is used to analyze the neutron-

deuteron scattering. Essentials of the formalism are described iR textbooks for the

general three-body system (refs. 36-37). We give the outline of the formalism in
order to clarify the definitions and the notations.

    The three-body equations are the coupled equations for the operator U,,, (E)

which operates on the three-body Hilbert space:

          Uaa'(E) "= (E-He) (lrm6aa')-i- 2 Ta"(E) Go(E) Ua"at(E) ) (17)
                                   att #a
           with a, ai, att -- !, 2, 3,

where the dynamical input is the two-body t-operator T.(E); E is the three-body
energy. The indices a, a', att represent particle channels or partitions.

    A two-body partiaJ wave expansion of T. is lntroduced by:

          Ta =:=Pcra Tifa, (l8)               cr
where Pa is a projection operator onto the partial wave of interactlng pairs, which is

characterlzed by the total angular momentum (j'), isospin (i), and the parity (rr).

    It is assumed that each partlal wave t-matrix Ta is weli approximated by a

separable form with rank N:

                   N          T'cra(e) ==gean Tcranm(e) gcram. (i9)
                 n)tn=1

    A rank-N separable potential is assumed in each state in order to produce a
rank-N separable t-matrix retaining unitarity and analyticity. We drop the suMx
a, since a}1 partition are equivalent. The potentlal in a ls written as:

               N          V== Xga. ZC,. gcr.. (20)
             nlmut1

8.2 Separablepotential
    Up to now, accurate three-body calculatlons espec2ally for scattering with polari-

zation have been done with using separable t-matrices. Two different approaches
have been used to solve the three -nucleon scattering problem. One of them is to
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Table 7. Separable potential sets used in the Faddeev ÅëalÅëulations.

Potential set Partlal w2ves

ISe 3Sl-3Dl  IPI

3Po,1,2

ID2

3D2,3

PEST3-PEST4-?-D
BEST3-BESTt+-P-D
GRAZII-GRAZII-P-D
IY--4T4B-•P-D

PEST3
BES'I'3

GRAZII
!Y

PEST4
BÅíST4

GRAZII
4T4B

i, 's

use separable t-matrices derlved from phenornenological separable potentials. The

other !s to use a separabie representatlon of any potentials by means of the Ernst-

Shakin-Thaler (EST) methocl. Both types of separab}e potentials are used here•
 rhe potential sets used are tabulated in table 7. Fer the iSe and 3Sr3Di angular

momentum states four potential sets were used.

PEST3-PEST4 (refs. 38-39)

    A separable representation of the Paris potential ls constructed by means of the

EST method. These potentials have been constructed to give an accurate represen-
tation ofboth the on-shell and off-she}1 behavlors of the Paris potential, and reproduce

the experimental phase shifts with a good accuracy up to about 400 MeV. The 3Sr

3Di mixing parameter is reproduced reasonably weil up to 200 MeV.

BEST3-BEST4 (ref. 40)

    A separable representation of a boson-exchange nucleon-nucleon potential is
constructed via the EST method. The resulting separable potential ls provided for a

satisfactory approximation of the on-shell as well as off-shell properties of the Bonn

potential.

GRAZll-GRAZII (reÅí 41)
    A separable potential is proposed for the n-p interaction in iSo and 3Sr3Dz partial

waves. In the singlet S state the potential fits new phenomenological phases rather

accurately in the laboratory kinetic energy range of O-600 MeV; k is also capab}e of

reproducing singlet effective-range parameters in close agreement wlth the experi-

mental results. In the coupled state 3Si-3Di the potential provides a correct descrip-

tion of the deuteron data (ED, PD, Q, op), while at the same time it adequately fits

modern phenomenological phases up to Ei.bk500 MeV in both the S and D waves.
Only mixing parameter ei deviates from pred!ctions of phase shift analyses. In the

construÅëtion of the potential a care was taken that its off-sheli behavior be reasonable.

As an eminent property it thus exhibits an off-shell behavior simi}ar to the one of the

Paris potential.

IYL<IT4B (reÅí 42-43)

    A rank-l separable potential with a Yamaguchi-type form factor (lY) is used
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for the iSe wave (reÅí 42). A four-term (M ==4) 3Si-3D, tensor interaction, which is

denoted by 4[I'4B, was used (ref. 43). This interaction, which yields a 40/o D-state

probability for deuteron, fits well the 3S, and 3D, phases up to 300-400 MeV, and

also yields a reasonable fit to the mixing parameter ei.

P-B (reÅí 43)

    For other partial waves, Doleschall's ranl<-l potentials (P for iPi and 3Po,!,2

waves and D for iD2 and 3D2,3 waves) are used. The P- and D-state interactions
fit the phase shifts. The fus are quite good up to an NN laboratery energy of about

50-100 MeV for the 3Po interactions and abeut 300-400 MeV for the D and other P

lnteractrons.

8.3 Numericalcalcreilation

    Because of the weli-known diMculty of treating the Coulomb force exactly in the

three-body calculation, the Coulomb effect was treated in an approximated way.
lrhe scattering ampiitude for p-d scatterin.cr was obtained by simply combining the

amplitudes obtained from the n-d Faddeev calculations with phases and amp}itudes
for point like Coulomb scattering, as suggested by Doleschall et al. (ref. 44)

          T(P-d)LLt = T(Pmd)LLt exp [i(aL+aL,)]-i-T(C""i)LL, .

where aL and crLt are Coulomb phases and the L and Lt are the angular momentum

of p-d two-body system in the final and initial states, respectively.

8.4 Ldependence
    In this paper, we use the two-nucleoninteraction with partial waves up to D waves
(iSe, 3Si-3Di, iPi, 3Pe,i,2, iD2 and 3D2,3 partial waves). Ifthe number of partlal waves

used ln the three-body calculation is small, the calculated result is not accurate. It ls

important to examine the effect of P and D waves in the calculated results.

    In this subsection, we corripare the calcuiated resu}ts with PEST3-PEST4,
PES"Ir3-PESrr<FP and PEST3-PEST4-P-D. We show the integrated total cross
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section (quartet states E-4 and doublet state E-2). The values frem PEST3-PEST4

(S) and PEST3-PES"I"4-P (S-P) divided by the value from PEST3-PEST4-P-D (S-
P-D) are shown ln fig. IP). [l]he S-P-D calculation is seem to be suMcient for the

E-4 at 65 MeV. For the E-2, P waves become important above gp..durO.5 fmM"i and D
waves become important above gp-.dur1.0 fm-i. It correspond to gp-d=-1.5 fm-i for

F waves and at 65 MeV F waves do not become important. In fig. 19 we show the
depolarization parameter for elastic n-d scatteriRg at OO and 900. It is seen that D

waves become important above 50 MeV.

8.5 Comparison
    'lrhe curves in fig. 20 represent the calculatiens based on the Faddeev equations

and using several separable potential sets which include the iSe, 3Si-3Di, iPi, 3Pe,i,2,

iD2 and 3D2,3 partial-wave interactions. The potential sets used are PEST3-PES'I'4-
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    We examine the effects due to the potential difference 2n iSo and 3Si-3Di waves

(see fig. 22). Al} of the potentials used reproduce both 3S, and 3D, phase shifts but

they have different behavior in the 3Si-3Di rnixing parameter ,ei. The 4T4B poten-

tial reproduces the empirical mixing parameter, but the GRAZII potential gives a too
iarge value as is shown in fig. 23. The measured KptY' is thus seen to be reproduced

oniy when a correct on-shell tensor potentiai (4T4B) is used in the calculation.

    On the other hand, the 3S, ('So) PES[lr, BEST and GRAZII potential seems to

have more reasonable off-shell behavior than the 4T4B (IY) potential since the haif-

off-shell function in the momentum space ef the GRAZII potential has a node like the

Paris potential. Experimentaliy, at Ep =:65 MeV the off-shell properties in the 3Si
wave do not seem to have a s!gnificant effect on the KyY'. With regard to the iSo

wave, the calculations with the various iSo potentials are a!most the same, especialiy

at forward angies.

8.6 Energydependence
    It is interesting to compare separately the contribution of quartet and doublet

states to the total cross section. In fig. 24 we see that the doublet amplitudes is very

                                                               :+                               "' -1.0' , -, ,v-,. "j     e 2o 4o sc Bo !gc• ng i4c :,so lso e 2t ae 6o sc :,eo !2e 14s !so IEG
                 TI hl E•k TA TI ]tt• :t• T, A
Fig. 2l. The angular distribution of the cross section and analyzing power for p-2H elastic scattering

       at EpT=65 MeV.

P-D, BEST3-BEST4--P-D, GRAZII-GRAZII-P-D and IY-4 r4B-P-D.
    The calculation with IY-4T4B-P-D potential set reproduced the measured KyY'

    well. The potential set PEST3-PEST4-P-D reproduces the data fairly weil
   the other two potential sets do not reproduce the data. Comparison with the

         cross section and analyzing power and ca}culations are shown in fig. 21.

   of these potential sets reproduce the measured cross sections and the analyzing

       well. [I]he IY-4T4B-P-D potential set also reproduces the data best at
       angles of iess than 900. It should be noted that the differences among the

           with four potentlal sets are very small at backward angles iarger than
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    In AAY (reÅí 6) it is shown that the scattering is almost completely in the quartet

state at Iow energies. Ifwe assume in eq. 22 that F2= :O then Ds ==5/9. The calculated
KsS' values are close to this value at low energies (see fig. 24)

E.==10 MeV (reÅí 46)

    There are the data of the depe!arization and also 25 observables. Sperisen
reported that the depolarization measurement was sensitive to the twe-body off-shell

interaction. Their depolarization data are shown in fig. 25. The lines are the
calcu}ation with the same potential sets as at 65 MeV. The difference in iSe wave

results very small difference and 3Sr3Di waves make some difference. PEST4,
BEST4 and GR.AZII are like but 4T4B is different from them. Thus the calculation

shows some off-shel} effect, but all these calculations fail te reproduce the data. The

difference among the potential sets are seen more clearly at lower energy (reÅí 47),
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Rd :56 MeV (reÅí 48)

    In thls energy there is no depolarization data. But tensor analyzing powers
were measured and it is interestiltg to compare the data with the caiculatioR of tlie

ciifferent tensor potentials usecl here. The data are shown !n fig. 26. }Iere we

normalized the original data using the high accuracy carbon data for the beam
polarimeter (reÅí 49). The tensor analyzing powers at Ed=;-56 MeV are reproduced
by the tensor potentials which give a dettteron D-state probability of 40/.-5e/,, and

there is mo appreciable difference among the calculated values with the PEST4,

BEST4, GRAZII and 4T4B potentia}s.

E.==5e MeV (ref. 50)

    In this energy the depolarization was measured up to 9eO and there are some
differences among the calculated values (see fig. 27), But the experimental error

was large and it is not difficult to extract the information on the interaction.

9. Conclas$ien

    In summary, a newiy designed spectrograph has been constructed in order to
measure spin transfer coefficients. The depolarization parameter KyY' fer the eiastic

scattering of 65 MeV polarized protons from deuterium has been measured using
the spectrograph and a multi-foil polariiineter. Faddeev calcuiations using various

types of nucIeon-nucleon (N-N) interactiens in a separable representation are com-
pared with the data. The measured KyY' values are well reproduced by a calculation

using the N-N interaction with a tensor force which is adjusted to reproduce the

emplrical mixing parameter of the 3Sr3Di partial waves. A separable representation

ef the Paris potential by means oftheEST method (?ES[['4) can not reproduce the data

well. The off-shell propert!es of the interaction seem to have no significant effect olt
KyY' at forward angles. It thus seems important to meastire KptY' at backward angles

in order to see the off-shell effect, if any.
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